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Students race for Council seat
By Ionian Fouts
CH* REPORTER

Although they differ greatly in
many respects, Gregory Amend
and Sarah Tomashefski do have
two things in common: they share
a debate class, which brings out
their opposite points of view, and
both are vying for the same seat in
city council.
A Republican and a Democrat,
respectively, sophomore Amend

is again challenging senior and
incumbent Tomashefski for representation of the first ward.
Tomashefski
had
defeated
Amend in the last election two
years ago.
Tomashefski decided to run for
city council because she wanted
to help her community and her
fellow students, since both are
covered by the first ward. She
attributed her previous win to

GradSTEP
plans for
summer
program
Graduate students
will have 120 sessions to choose from
to learn about U.
By Shannon E. Kolkedy
CSS DiPORlf"

The University GradSTEP program is currently undergoing
changes that will offer more
accessibility to the students and
incorporate spouses and panned
of students into the program.
GradSTEP is an advanced orientation program required for
University graduate students
attending on an assistanlship and
recommended for other first year
graduate students as well.
Barbara Peck, Director of
GradSTEP, said, "We've had students who come in who are so
resistant to participating... but by
the end of the week they find it
[GradSTEP] very valuable!"
Peck said that incoming students receive an invitation and
registration information for the
program. Word of mouth also
helps to attract students to
GradSTEP.
TTiis year, the week-long program will be offered from
Monday, Aug. 20 to Thursday,
Aug. 24.
Peck also explained that the
major change is the format of the
week. The Monday of the program will feature a luncheon and
speakers. Peck said that the luncheon will be more casual than in
past programs.
GradSTEP will offer approximately 120 sessions concerning
topics such as campus technology, health insurance, and using
the campus library, said Peck.
She also said that the variety of
topics will allow each student to
pick and choose the session dial
best fits his or her needs. Another
new development in the program
is that there are sessions offered
on Wednesday afternoons.
In addition, Friday will be designated as a departmental day,
during which students will receive
the information that they will
need prior to the start of classes.
Peck said, "This allows students
more flexibility and also more
time with their departments."
Other changes are being made
to include spouses and partners
of students in the introduction of
University life. In addition, Peck
said that the GradSTEP program
hopes to offer sessions that will be
especially valuable to international students.
lanice Gerda, a doctoral student in higher education administration, attended GradSTEP
before beginning her studies at
the University and then returned
the following year as development leader.
She said, "The first thing I got
Was basic information and the
second was to become a part of
Bowling Green before classes

hard campaigning, with a lot of
publicity. Since taking office,
Tomashefski said she has worked
hard to represent the dual constituency.
"I try hard to make myself available," she said. "1 try to be very
accessible to students and residents."
Some of her accomplishments
during her first term include starting the Citizens on Patrol (COPs)

program, which she said is receiving an award for innovative crime
prevention in Ohio, and organizing trash pickups. "It's hard to list
everything," she said of her other
initiatives while in office.
In spite of being younger than
the other council members,
Tomashefski said she feels accept ed by them. "They've never had

FIRST WARD COMPETITORS
Sarah Tomashefski and Gregory Amends political history.
Tomashefski

Amend
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"It is unbelievable where these students' hearts are.
They are all so special; they're angels and don't even realize
what all of this means to us."
TODD FINCHER, FATHER OF MADELEAN

$274,794.58

lorn Reed BG News

DANCING: Spirts are high all around as the four hour mark hits the Marathon Saturday afternoon.

Students dance 32 hours
Sixth annual marathon
breaks last year's record
By Cratg Giflord
CHIEF SEPORIE"

At the start of the annual Dance
Marathon Saturday morning, 350 students ran onto the basketball courts in
the student recreation center shouting
"for the kids!"
They prepared to dance (or stand)
for 32 hours straight.
This weekend was the sixth Dance
Marathon, the University's largest philanthropy to raise money for sick and
handicapped children.
Breaking the record for the sixth year
in a row, the event generated
S274.794.58 in both cash and donations. The more than $202,350 raised in
cash will go to Children's Miracle
Network in Toledo.
Throughout the event, the dancers
found the chance to take breaks as a
relief. Ten to 20 minute increments
were set aside for them to eat meals
and snacks. Speeches given by the parents of the children to thank the

marathoners for their help, gave the
dancers a chance to stop dancing and
watch. These both rejuvenated the
dancers and got them physically ready
to dance some more.
Performances such as a talent show,
men's chorus performance and the
African Dance Troup, that graced the
stage at the front of Dance Marathon,
were scheduled for times when the students would be getting tired, needing
someting to take their minds of their
aching bodies.
"When the dancers start getting
tired, there's always something right
there to keep them motivated and get
the dancers minds off their feet hurting." Daniels said of the entertainment
involved in Dance Marathon.
For example, the talent show began
at 12:30 Sunday morning when many
of the dancers were tired from being on
their feet for the better part of 14 hours.
The show featured dance routines and
skits performed by the organizations
involved with Dance Marathon. It also
provided the chance for the dancers to
take their minds off of being tired for
two hours.
The group of dancers were also excit-

ed to see 20 bike riders come to the finish line of a 180 mile journey from
Cincinatti. They rode their bikes
through the side entrance of the
Student Recreation Center, and up
onto the stage to the music of "Final
Countdown," as well as enormous
cheers from those on the dance floor.
Many of the riders cried as they hugged
on stage, realizing that they had
become closer to each other on the
three day trip.
"This brought us all close," said
Heather Rucki, one of the bike riders.
"The whole group formed a special
bond."
Their entrance into Dance Marathon
roused up the dancers. A renewed
sense of hope seemed to take over
when the dancers witnessed the bike
riders accomplish their goal. Many of
the dancers were encouraged by this to
keep going for the final few hours.
Many of the dancers still exhibited
that same energy once it ended. While
many of them were tired near the end
and showing signs of fatigue, they still
got excited when the kids were around.

Line dance
motivates,
unites
students
By Cratg Giflord
CHIEF REPORTER

One of the most popular
dances at Dance Marathon is the
line dance, made up of a mix of
about 20 different songs.
Every year, the morale captains
teach the dancers steps and arm
movements to the dance, which
this year included portions from
"Who Let the Dogs Out," "It's My
Life" and "Oompa Loompa."
The morale captains kick-off
Dance Marathon by performing
the line dance in its entirety. Each
hour after that, they teach a portion of it to the dancers, until they
have learned the whole thing.
This year, as in past years, the
finished product was 15 minutes
long and was performed hourly.
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Digital Artist
Small growing company seeks additional photo retouchers. Photoshop
experience required Full time with
benefits Hours are from 9:00 to
500. Monday thru Friday. Send resume, cover letter and samples (zip
disk, web address, or laser prints) to
Naptime Productions, PO Box 7.
Rosslord. OH 43460 or fax 6629525
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-lime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time Many college
students work here Starting pay is
S5.30 per hour with an automatic
S 25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company These are unskilled |Obs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts Apply m person between the hours of 9 00am and
5.00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC , 428 Clough Street.
Bowling Green. Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Oueen next to the railroad tracks.

Help Wanted

BG Youth Baseball needs umpires.
Starling May 1st through Aug. 20th.
Good money making opportunity.
Meeting Sun. April 1, 4pm at Carter
Park Rec. Bldg. For more info, contact Scott Siville 354-8149
CAMP WAYNE FOR GlRLS-NE
Pennsylvania(6/19-8/17/01). Directors for Gymnastics. Fine Arts.
Campmg/Nature. Golf. Swimming.
Counselors for. Tennis. Team
Sports. Ropes, Self-Defense, Gymnastics. Aerobics, Cheerleading,
Swimming. Sailing. Water-skiing.
Fine Arts and Crafts, Piano. Drama,
Photography. Guitar, Video, Group
Leaders. On Campus interviews
March 30th. Call 800-279-3019 or
go to www campwaynegirls.com.
Eminent spring & summer jobs avail
full/pt. time. Servers, snack bar,
grounds, caddies, bag room, lifeguards. & dishwashers. Flexible
hrs , free golf in season, great compensation. Exp. helpful but not necessary. Please apply Toledo Country Club 3949 River Rd. Toledo. OH
or fax 419-389-4577
Great summer jobs. $10-512 an hr.
Work outside Taking applications
now. 1-800-277-9787 or www.collegepro com.

Drum lessons offered. Call Bowling
Green Music and Sound at 3526612
If you love animals & like work.
Call Rick Q All Breed Kennels
419-893-7218.
Part-time mornings/eves/wkends.
Lawn Maintenance, part & full time
for spring & summer. Call Steve @
Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822.
Mike's Party Marl
A popular, fur. friendly, home
town, family-owned business, has a
part-time sales clerk position 15-20
hrs. per week. Must be friendly.
neat, honest, dependable, & be
avail, throughout the summer.
Located on S. Main
in "Big Lots Plaza "
Apply Mon.-Fri. 8am-5pm.
Ask for Mike or Tina 352-9259.

NEEDED
MH Teachers for the 2001-2002
school year.
APPLY: www.fairborn.k12.ohus
RESUME: (937) 879-8180 fax.
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/jt BGSU Spirit Group Announcements
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Anwone
Anyone interested in tnrina
trying out lor
for the 2001-2002 Varsity
Cheerleading Squad should attend the informational meeting on Tuesday. March 27 at 6:00 in the Games Room at the
Rec Center. Males and females needed.

!

Anyone interested in trying out for the 2001-2002 Dance
Team should attend the informational meeting on Tuesday.
April 3 at 8:00 in the Games Room at the Rec Center.

For Sale

Liberal Arts Major for babysitting Job
in Perrysburg. Own transportation,
non smoker, call 419-672-6404.

HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1 800-719-3001 ex14558.

Pro Shop & Bag room staff needed
(M or F). Flex. hrs. wages + tips.
Heatherdowns Country Club, 3850248. ask for Chris.
Social Work Administrator
Toledo area homeless shelter seeking an Executive Director. Candidates must be flexible and
experienced in grant writing and accountability; staff (including social
worker) supervision; public speaking; client management; financial,
staff, and client record keeping; and
community awareness/involvement.
Master's Degree in Social Service
Administration; substance abuse
counseling experience a plus. Send
cover letter and resume, including
salary requirements, to: Executive
Director. PO Box 212. Samaria, Ml,
48177 or email same to
bonadine@accesstoledo.com.
Summer Camp Jobs
A fun place to work and a lifelong
learning experience awaits you at
our beautiful YMCA Camps. Are you
a creative, caring, and enthusiastic
person who would enjoy working
with children in an active, outdoor
setting? How hiring group counselors and activity specialists for
aquatics (lifeguards), nature,
arts/crafts, drama/music, ropes
course, and sailing. Paying highly
competitive wages. Call (248) 8874533
Summer camp near Ann Arbor
seeks counselors, life guards, health
officer. Room, board, & salary.
734-878-6628.
Tennit Positions, all levels,
Northeast Summer Camps
www.summercampemployment com
or 1-800-443-6428
The Aurora Academy, a community
school located in Toledo, is seeking
middle grade teachers in the subject
areas of Science and Math. Candidates must have valid certificate to
teach in the Stale of Ohio. Send
cover letter and resume, with attention to the Director, to 541 Utah
Street Toledo. OH. 43605. or fax to
419-693-4799

Freddie & Frieda applications are now available in 365 Education Bldg. and 405 Student
Services. Applications are due by March 30.

For Sale

Any questions regarding cheerleading and
dance team will be addressed at the scheduled meetings.

1990 Honda Accord, 125K mi. A-1
shape $4995. 352-6847. ask lor Allen.
'89 Honda Accord-many new parts
Dependable $2000. obo Call Brian
at 353-5197.
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The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place
advertising in The News.The decision whether to release this information shall
be made by the management of The BG News. The purpose of this policy is to
discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.
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'92 Toyota Corolla-many new parts!
JVC CD. economical/dependable
car, $3,000, obo Call Darren 3548210

The BG News Classified
Fax/Mail-in Form
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Help Wanted

U

3-4 temale sublsrs. needed. 4 bdrm
house for summer, May to Aug.,
$250 per mo plus util. 352-5228.
1 bdrm. apt across trom campus.
Avail. June 1st, 1 yr. lease.
$3507mo. ♦ utilities. Call 419-8975997.

For Rent
"4 bedroom house available, central air. washer/dryer, located at 749
4th St Call 353-0325
"Efficiencies, Apartments,
and Rooms
146 S. College eileiency, $315 a
month, includes utilities.
309 1/2 E, Merry, rooms $220 a
month, includes utilities.
316 and 311 E. Merry apartments.
$510 or $560 a month
Call 353-0325.

439 1/2 N. Main, 3 bdrm., upper,
$650 mo. plus util. Avail. June 1.
Call 353-0494.
719 Fourth, 3 bdrms.. 1 bath, $650
mo. plus util. Avail. May 16.
353-0494
723 Fourth, 3 bdrm., 2 bath. Avail.
May 17. $800 mo. plus util
353-0494.
Apt. tor rent. 2 or 3 bdrms., walking
distance to town & campus
$630/mo plus util Grad students
only with reterences. Call 352-1234

12 month leases starting
May 19,2001:
226 N Enterprise »B-1 Br -1 person-$420 * util.
230 N Enterprise «C-1 Br -1 person-$360 * util.
266 Manville Front-1 Br.-I person*
$380 * util.
322 E Court »2-1 Br -1 person-S405
mci all util
322 E Court »4-1 Br.-I person-$415
mcl. all util.
424 1/2 S Summit-Effic 1 person$260 . elec
605 5th »C-2 Br -2 person$400 t
util.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710
4 bdrm.. 1 bath, house at 516 E.
Reed, Avail. Aug. 16 for a 12 mo
lease. $975 per mo. House in good
shape w/ nice backyard. 1/2 block
from campus, carpeted w/ otl street
parking, unturn except, refrig . d/w.
& stove. No dogs, security deposit
required. Call 419-885-8307. leave a
message tor Steve

Apt. tor rent. May through August. 2
bdrm., AC. close to campus
S475 month plus gas and electric.
Call 352-5332 after 5:00pm.
APTS FOR RENT
426 1/2 E. Wooster. 2 bdrm . avail
6/1/01. utils mcl. S475/mo. 3525882.
APTS FOR RENT
426 E Wooster. 1 bdrm avail.
6/1/01. clean, A/C, utils incl.
$360/mo 352-5882.
For rent-1 bedroom house. 316
Ridge (rear) $350/month Call 3542854.
Houses. 1. 2. A 3 bdrm opts beginning May 01. 9 & 12 mo leases
352-7454
Preler grad student. 2 bdrm house,
quiet, washer/dryer $550 plus util.
Avail May 1 352-6847. ask lor Allen.
Sri 3br house, turn , w/d, 12 mo
lease avail 8/01. $700/mo. rent,
AC plus util. no pets 352-8827
811 Second St

JOHNNEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
Rental Office
319 IC. Wooster SI.
Rentals available
for summer and
fall. Stop by for
our full listing.

354-2260

Brunch \
-

Cinema 5

For Rent

■

-10 am until 2 pm'

—m

For Showtimes call
354-0558
Woodland Mall • N.Main St.

THE BG NEWS WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS DUE TO ILLEGIBILITY OR
INCOMPLETE INFORMATION.
DEADLINE:

1 day prior to publication by 2p.m.

RATES PER DAY: $1.00 per line (approx. 35-45 spaces per line); $3.00 minimum charge

Regiser to recieve
showtimes via email!

EBEEigpHPPPPPPipppgg

75C extra on TOTAL BOLD type each day
CLASSIFIED
DISPLAY:

or log on to [cinemark.coml

STNAs

1 x 1 box 8 lines maximum $8.00 per insertion
1 x 2 box 16 lines maximum $15.00 per insertion

Full & Part-Time
Positions Available

\
\
i

$1,000 Sign On Bonus

I

Apply in Person or call Connie
for Additional Information

<
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SSOWPocRd Bowling Green. OH-I3-I02(419)352-7558
U* MIF/Itt

I
I

Management Inc.

SIGNING LEASES
NOW
2001/2002
Management Inc.
Ilillsdale Apis. 1082 Pairview.
I Bdrms.* 2 Bdrms
Air condinon/Dish»ashcr
Garbage Disposal
washcr/drvcr hook-up in 2 Bdrm
Starts at'S390-Call 353-5800

/rtfEfcCA
Management Inc.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM:

SUMMER CAMP JOP9

Name/Dept:
Address:
Start Date:

Number of Days:.

ORG

BGSU# AREA
Days of the Week: M

T

PIN # POO
Campus Events'

170

HclpWanted

110

City Events

180
190
200
210
220

For Sale
For Rent
Valentines
Holiday Personal
Senior Farewells

Lost/Found

130

Travel

140

Servkes Offered

150

Personals"

160

Wanted

"(amput events and Personals must be placed in
penon at 204 West Hall.

FRI

Willow House Apts. B30 Fourth Si
Ihdniis./Air Condition
Dishwater/Garbage Disposal
Starts al '400 - Call 353-5800

Fax To: 372-0202
ATTN: BG News Classifieds
Or Mail To: 204 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, OH 43403

Management Inc.
Ilein/sile \pls. 710 N, Enterprise
I Bdrms/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at S4I0 Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

Category

100

120

W TH

OBJ 5030

SUMMER CAMP JOBS Camp Counselors needed for lop girls camp in
Maine Top salary, (ravel paid in full, room/board/laundry and uniform provided Skilled in Arts/Crafts (ceramics, jewelry, stained glass), Basketball.
Canoeing. Dance (Jazz. Pointe. Tap), Field Hockey. Golf. Gymnastics.
Horseback Riding/English Hunt Seat, Lacrosse. Photographer/Videographer,
Piano Accompanist. Office/Administration, Outdoor Adventure.
Ropes/Challenge Course, Sailing, Soccer. Softball. Swimming. Tennis.
Theatre. Volleyball Water-skiing. Windsurfing Additional opportunities for
kitchen, cooks, maintenance, webmaster, nurses

Ktrrgrwn Apt. 215 E. Poc
Studios & Large I Bdrms
Laundry on site
Starts at S250Call 353-5800

CAMP VEGA FOR GIRLS!! Visit our website at www.cimpvtga.com
to complete an application and receive a camp video or call 1-800
838-8342.
Come see us! We will be on campus Wednesday, March 28th
Olscamp Hall Room 104 from 10am-3pm. Drop-in interviews
encouraged, no appointment necessary.

Management Inc.
Stop b\ our office al
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
Call 353-58IML
www.incncl.org/-mecca
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Students race for Council seat
By Jordan Foots
CUT REPORTER

Although they differ greatly in
many respects, Gregory Amend
and Sarah Tomashefski do have
two things in common: they share
a debate class, which brings out
their opposite points of view, and
both are vying for the same seat in
city council.
A Republican and a Democrat,
respectively, sophomore Amend

is again challenging senior and
incumbent Tomashefski for representation of the first ward.
Tomashefski
had
defeated
Amend in the last election two
years ago.
Tomashefski decided to run for
city council because she wanted
to help her community and her
fellow students, since both are
covered by the first ward. She
attributed her previous win to

GradSTEP
plans for
summer
program
Graduate students
will have 120 sessions to choose from
to learn about U.
By Shannon E Kolkedy
GS3 REPORTER

The University GradSTEP program is currently undergoing
changes thai will offer more
ai rcssibilijy to the students and
incorporate spouses and partners
of students into the program.
GndSTEP is an advanced orientation program required for
University graduate students
attending on an assistantship and
recommended for other first year
graduate students as well.
Barbara Peck, Director of
GradSTEP. said, 'We've had students who come in who are so
resistant to participating... but by
the end of the week thev find it
|(iradSTF.P| very valuable."
Peck said that incoming students receive an invitation and
registration infonnation for the
program. Word of mouth also
helps to attract students to
GradSTEP
This year, the week-long program will be offered from
Monday, Aug. 20 to Thursday,
Aug. 24.
Peck also explained that the
major change is the format of the
week. The Monday of the program will feature a luncheon and
speakers. Peck said that the luncheon will be more casual than in
past programs.
GradSTEP will offer approximately 120 sessions concerning
topics such as campus technology, health insurance, and using
the campus library, said Peck.
She also said that the variety of
topics will allow each student to
pick and choose the session that
best fits his or her needs. Another
new development in the program
is that there are sessions offered
on Wednesday afternoons.
In addition, Friday will be designated as a departmental day,
during which students will receive
the information that they will
need prior to the start of classes.
Peck said, "This allows students
more flexibility and also more
time with their departments."
Other changes are being made
to include spouses and partners
of students in the introduction of
University life. In addition, Peck
said that the GradSTEP program
hopes to offer sessions that will be
especially valuable to international students.
Janice Gerda, a doctoral student in higher education administration, attended GradSTEP
before beginning her studies at
the University and then returned
the following year as development leader.
She said, "The first thing I got
was basic information and the
second was to become a part of
Bowling Green before classes

hard campaigning, with a lot of
publicity. Since taking office,
Tomashefski said she has worked
hard to represent the dual constituency.
"I try hard to make myself available," she said. "I try to be very
accessible to students and residents."
Some of her accomplishments
during her first term include starting the Citizens on Patrol (COPs)

program, which she said is receiving an award for innovative crime
prevention in Ohio, and organizing trash pickups. "It's hard to list
everything," she said of her other
initiatives while in office.
In spite of being younger than
the other council members.
Tomashefski said she feels accepted by them. "They've never had

FIRST WARD COMPETITORS
Sarah Tomashefski and Gregory Amends political history.
Tomashefski

Amend

• In office, helped lo begin the Citizens on

• local chapter representative of

Patrol Program

Alpha-Slgma-Phi for the inter-fraternal

• Involvement in the Wtood County Democrats

pudicat ward

Cent (a I Corn ii tee

• Co chair of USG finance commitee

• Co-chair and vice president of the

• Positions on the Union committees of

college Democrats
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"It is unbelievable where these students'hearts are.
They are all so special; they're angels and don't even realize
what all of this means to us."
TODD FINCHER, FATHER OF MADELEAN

$274,794.58
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DANCING: Spirts are high all around as the four hour mark hits the Marathon Saturday afternoon.

Students dance 32 hours
Sixth annual marathon
breaks last year's record
By Craif Gilford
CHIEF REPORTER

At the start of the annual Dance
Marathon Saturday morning, 350 students ran onto the basketball courts in
the student recreation center shouting
"for the kids!"
They prepared to dance (or stand)
for 32 hours straight
This weekend was the sixth Dance
Marathon, the University's largest philanthropy to raise money for sick and
handicapped children.
Breaking the record for the sixth year
in a row, the event generated
$274,794.58 in both cash and donations. The more than $202,350 raised in
cash will go to Children's Miracle
Network In Toledo.
Throughout the event, the dancers
found the chance to take breaks as a
relief. Ten to 20 minute increments
were set aside for them to eat meals
and snacks. Speeches given by the parents of the children to thank the

marathoners for their help, gave the
dancers a chance to stop dancing and
watch. These both rejuvenated the
dancers and got them physically ready
to dance some more.
Performances such as a talent show,
men's chorus performance and the
African Dance Troup, that graced the
stage at the front of Dance Marathon,
were scheduled for times when the stu dents would be getting tired, needing
someting to take their minds of their
aching bodies.
"When the dancers start getting
tired, there's always something right
there to keep them motivated and get
the dancers minds off their feet hurting," Daniels said of the entertainment
involved in Dance Marathon.
For example, the talent show began
at 12:30 Sunday morning when many
of the dancers were tired from being on
their feet for the better part of 14 hours.
The show featured dance routines and
skits performed by the organizations
involved with Dance Marathon. It also
provided the chance for the dancers to
take their minds off of being tired for
two hours.
The group of dancers were also excit-

ed to see 20 bike riders come to the finish line of a 180 mile journey from
Cincinatti. They rode their bikes
through the side entrance of the
Student Recreation Center, and up
onto the stage to the music of "Final
Countdown," as well as enormous
cheers from those on the dance Door.
Many of the riders cried as they hugged
on stage, realizing that they had
become closer to each other on the
three day trip.
"This brought us all close," said
Heather Rucki, one of the bike riders.
"The whole group formed a special
bond."
Their entrance into Dance Marathon
roused up the dancers. A renewed
sense of hope seemed to take over
when the dancers witnessed the bike
riders accomplish their goal. Many of
the dancers were encouraged by this to
keep going for the final few hours.
Many of the dancers still exhibited
that same energy once it ended. While
many of them were tired near the end
and showing signs of fatigue, they still
got excited when the kids were around.

Line dance
motivates,
unites
students
By CraiE Giflord
CHIEf REPORTER

One of the most popular
dances at Dance Marathon is the
line dance, made up of a mix of
about 20 different songs.
Every year, the morale captains
teach the dancers steps and arm
movements to the dance, which
this year included portions from
"Who Let the Dogs Out," "It's My
Life" and "Oompa Loompa."
The morale captains kick-off
Dance Marathon by performing
the line dance in its entirety. Each
hour after that, they teach a portion of it to the dancers, until they
have learned the whole thing.
This year, as in past years, the
finished product was 15 minutes
long and was performed hourly.
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FBI officials prepare for future
cyber crime; recruit students
By Rebecca Hudock
U-Ml RE

PITTSBURGH - David Daniels
yearns (o catch Osama bin Laden
like his hero Batman wants to
catch the Riddler. As an honors
intem with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation's Pittsburgh field
office, Daniels has a better
chance than most people at
catching the world's most wanted terrorist.
Daniels, along with Special
Agent Michael McKeown of the
FBI and Special Deputy U.S.
Marshall John Wilbur, spoke to an
international law class on
Wednesday at the University of
Pittsburgh about the current and

future state of high-tech crimes
and the work of the Joint
Terrorism Task Force.
Some law enforcement officials predict that high-tech
crimes such as hacking will rise in
the next 10 years, especially
because many hackers are looking for fame and notoriety,
McKeown said.
Other cyber crimes, ranging
from fraud to espionage, are
catching the interest of America's
crime fighters. Laptops have
become ascommonasbillyclubs
and handcuffs for most crime
fighters.
In response to the trend, the
FBI, with the help of Wilbur, on

loan from the Pittsburgh police
department, established the first
FUgh-Tech Crimes Task Force in
the country last year.
The force, whose federal jurisdiction covers area north to Erie,
east to Hamsburg and all of West
Virginia specializes in the collection of digital data from computers.
"We have quite an impressive
array of people that work with us.
We're all computer specialists in
law enforcement, which is a very
small unique group," Wilbur said.
Few in the country have the
abilities to do what Wilbur does.
And many of those can get much
more lucrative work in the private

sector.
Daniels, with a year already
under his belt as an intern with
the Joint Terrorism Task Force, is
one of the few who stick to work
with the FBI.
His internship with the terrorism task force allows him to work
in conjunction with Interpol, an
international crime unit with its
headquarters in France.
Like many other Pitt students,
Daniels had no idea what he
wanted to do when he first came
to Pin from the U.S. Naval
Academy.
Last year he heard about the
FBI internship from a friend. With
only a week left until the dead-

line, Daniels said he cranked out
his application and sent it in.
The intrigue of the job has kept
Daniels interested.
"One of the things that has
drawn me to law enforcement
and the FBI is the fact that when I
go into the office I'm never sure
what's going to happen. There's
always going to be something
new and different or exciting,"
Daniels said.
"My mentor would sometimes
come and take me from my desk
and would just grab me, and we'd
be off to cover a bomb threat So
we'd be covering the bomb threat
till eight or nine o'clock," Daniels
said.

UC Berkeley students camp outside president;s home
By Michael Cook
U-WIRE

BERKEl£Y, Calif. - In another
protest over the University of
California at Berkeley's ongoing
student housing crisis, eight students slept in front of the locked
gates of UC President Richard
Atkinson's Kensington home
Wednesday night.
Atkinson was in San Jose for
the night at a reception for
Mexican President Vicente Fox,
but protesters insisted that the
event would still achieve its goal
of focusing attention on the issue
of student accommodation.

UC Berkeley sophomore Tony
Falcone, who works in the ASUC
External Affairs Office and is a
Student Action candidate for the
ASUC Senate, was one of those
who camped overnight. Falcone
said such protests could achieve
positive results for students at UC
Berkeley and across the UC system.
"We're here tonight as part of
Tenants' Rights week to raise
awareness of the huge problems
facing students looking for a
place to live while they attend
UC," Falcone said. "Housing is
not one of UC's priorities at all,

and we think that's ludicrous
because students are really suffering."
While a similar protest was
held on Monday night in front of
UC Berkeley Chancellor Robert
Berdahl's home, Falcone denied
that the camp-out was merely a
political stunt before the upcoming ASUC elections.
"(This is) unlike what happened on Monday night, where
another group started the event
before it was supposed to happen
and just held a press conference
instead of actually sleeping out,"
Falcone said. "I am running for

Senate, but if I was running a
Senate campaign at the moment
I should be off talking to my
friends, and not sleeping out
here."
The ASUC External Affairs
office organized Monday night's
protest to raise awareness of the
need for additional student housing and attracted representatives
from various housing organizations and political parties.
ASUC External Affairs Vice
President Nick Papas, who was
also present at the protest, said
the UC must reassess its priorities
concerning student housing.

"We're here to send a message
to the UC system that their priorities are not in line with student
needs," Papas said. "It's time for
the University of California to
start actively lobbying for and
constructing student housing."
Papas said inadequate accommodation often negatively affects
a large number of students.
"Many students are in dire
need of adequate housing in
Berkeley and across the system,"
Papas said. "Many are also suffering academically by being forced
to look for housing well into (thel
semester."

Fetal cell
implants
fail
By Lindsey Baker
U-HIRE

LINCOLN, Neb. - Despite
recent reports detailing failures
of fetal cell implants in
Parkinson's disease patients,
University of Nebraska Medical
Center officials say fetal cell
research should continue.
The reports were published in
the New England lournal of
Medicine.
The implants are intended to
replace dead cells in Parkinson's
disease patients' brains with
new cells from aborted fetuses,
said Sam Cohen, chairman of
the University of Nebraska
Medical Center pathology and
microbiology department.
The new cells would ideally
produce dopamine, a chemical
that reduces the disease's symptoms, he said.
In a New York Times article
published March 9, scientists
reported recent implants failed
because the implanted cells
released too much of a chemical
that controls movement, causing patients to writhe and jerk
uncontrollably.
The article also said scientists
had no way to remove or deactivate the over-productive cells.
Symptoms of Parkinson's,
according to the Society for
Neuroscience's Web site, normally include tremors, slow
movements, balance problems,
muscle stiffness and a decrease
in the ability to make facial
expressions and project the
voice.
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Diseney company offers
opportunity for overseas
fun, money this summer
By lack Daniel Eagletye
PACt 3 CUE ST WRITER

Do you want to work overseas?
Do you have a green card? Are
you against unionization? If you
responded yes to all three of these
questions, working for Diseney in
China or Haiti may be right up
your alley.
All you need to do is pay an
undisclosed entrance fee and you
will be taken to China or Haiti and
be set to have the adventure of a
lifetime. Upon arriving, you will
be placed in one of our numerous
sweatshops, but we prefer to call
these places "happy-cheer factories."
Our happy-cheer factories arc
located in cities where the citizens are easy to take advantage of
in terms of money schemes. This
means that you will get a firsthand experience with new cultures and will get to see the trials
and tribulations that these communities encounter everyday.
The learning doesn't stop there,
however. You will have the chance
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Horse c*'uw
Barbary Coast
pirale

to learn a new language, learn
Diseney's code of conduct or lack
thereof, and you will get to learn
about new and harmful chemicals that you may be exposed to
while on the job (perfect for a
chemistry major).
You will also have the opportunity to make many new friends
since our dorm rooms often hold
21 to 24 people each.
"What will 1 be doing?." you
ask? In our happy-cheer factories,
you will be doing a variety of fun
activities, such as sewing, working with metals, wood carving
and even practicing some fonns
of painting. The best part is that
you get to work every day of the
week for 12to 17hoursaday.That
is A LOT of playtime!
Not only that, but many of the
workers get to make toys like the
ones you would find in a Happy
Meal. As you know, these toys are
made for little children. What you
might not know is that, coincidentally, these toys are also
designed by little children, so
don't forget to bring your little

brother or sister with you on this
magical journey! Anybody who
can walk is fair game!
Some might contend that we
treat the employees in our happycheer factories poorly by paying
them only 28 cents per hour. We
contend that we are merely contributing to evil in its eternal battle against good. In other words,
we are making the circle of life
complete. In addition to that, our
pockets arc getting considerably
fatter.
Learning new things, engaging
in fun activities, seeing the world,
why wouldn't you want to
become a part of our enchanting
history?
Note: Tliat's right. Dis-E-ney,
not to be confused with any oilier
companies ivliose names possess
similar phonetic qualities. Hehe.
Um ... anybody with lawsuits,
sene 'em up to Jack Eagleeyeat:
whose_your_daddy_1999
<(iyalioo.com

And now, Page 3 presents ... The Cool Website of the Day!
Today's cool website can be found at: www.despair.com
Check out the underperformance awards! And tell 'em Cookie sent ya!
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Pronounelatjon: may-uhKUL-puh
Function: noun
Etymology: Latin, from the
words "my guilt"
1: a formal acknowledgement of personal fault or
error also: yet another
medical term for a small
group of cells located
somewhere in the body,
often used in conjunction
with other big latin words,
that do absolutely nothing
except make you fail an
anatomy test.
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All you need to do is check the
answer key, still located on this
very page. Its around here
somewhere. We think.
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Show your friends, roommates & classmates
how special they are.
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or
surprise someone on their Birthday!

Great job in St. Louis!
Congratulations
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For more information contact:
Michael Bisesi. Ph.D.
Director, Northwest Ohio Consortium for Public Health
Professor and Chairman of Public Health, Medical College of Ohio
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Off-Campus/Commuter Students

1x3 = $15.00

Scholarship

h$500

g
All applications should be directed to:
^ Hazel H. Smith Memorial Scholarship Committee c/o Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center
^
Moseley Hall (ground level) - BGSU Bowling Green. OH. 43403-0153
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leadera-you
make the local
chapter proud!

2x2 = $20.00

(419) 383-4235 E-mail: mbisesi@mco.edu
http://www.mco.edu/allh/pubhealth
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•Available to BGSU off-campus/commuting
$
undergrad student in good standing with
$
the University.
$
*tudent centet
$ Candidates will be considered in the basis of their contributions to
$ off-campus commuting students, the Non Traditional Student Assoc.
$ the Off-Campus Connection student organization and/or the
$ Hazel H. Smith OffCampus Student Center.
$
$
Applications are now available at these locations:
$
• The Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center,
$
Ground Level Moseley Hall
$
• The Office of Student Life. 405 Saddlemire Student
Services Building
$
$
• The Financial Aid Office, 231 Administration Building
$
Applications are due - 5:00 Friday, March 30, 2001
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MURDER SUSPECTS ESCAPE MINN. JAIL
AUSTIN, Minn. (AP) —Two murder suspects escaped
from jail Sunday by beating a pair of guards and jumping out a second-story window, authorities said.
Police caught a third suspect who broke his leg after
also leaping from the Mower County jail in southeastem Minnesota. Vemon Powers Jr., 28, and Scot
Christian, 30, remained at large, authorities said.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

If we ban smoking, ban everything
ABG resident and lawyer is
currenlly trying to get smoking banned in our city.
We at the BG News are kind of
curious as to why people think
that smoking can be banned.
Privately owned businesses
are not places that people have
to go. Visiting a restaurant is a
personal choice made by adults.
If smoking really bothers somebody that much, they dont have
to step inside the door.
It is ridiculous to think that the
owner of a business should be
told how to conduct their operations.
It does make sense that some
public places and buildings are

smoke free. A post office or DMV
should be smoke free because
people from all walks of life have
to enter these places out of
necessity. Smoking in a bar or
restaurant though? Come on.
Andrew Schuman's proposal is
just trying to bully smokers into
quitting. That's a great idea
because smoking is bad. In fact,
smoking is evil and so are the
tobacco companies. But we can't
make decisions for people
though. We live in America, and
freedom of choice is a cut and
dry topic, (unless we mean abortion stuff.)
So if we want to act as parents
and guardians for people, let's do

Good cause
unites BG
AT ISSUE If Dance Marathon proves youth can do
good, why does the media tell us that we can't?
There was a sea of college kids,
partying, dancing, hugging
and laughing. Must have been
400 of them all packed together
having fun. This wasn't a scene
from a local bar, or a clip from a
club in Cancun, this was Bowling
Green students actually doing
something for charity. Yep, for a
good cause, not to get drunk or
score with the opposite sex.
Dance Marathon raised more
than $274,000 for Children's
Miracle Network which gives
medical treatment to sick children in Northwestern Ohio. If
you've never been to a Dance
Marathon, you need to go. It's
difficult to imagine so many college students working together
for a good cause.
We just don't get to see much
of these kinds of things in the
media today. Trust me, I know.
Writing and determining content
for the opinion page has taught
me a valuable lesson. Violence,
scandal and general mayhem
make great headlines. I know
that putting some "freak show"
type of article or headline will
grab readers' attention. This is all
well and good, but all too often,
amazing events like Dance
Marathon will take the back seat
to another school shooting, or
the legal troubles of someone
famous.
lust look at the Clinton/
Lewinsky debacle. It's true that
Clinton Led under oath, committed perjury and was impeached,
but the public just wanted to
hear about the cigar, and the
dress stain. We buy tabloids, ask
Miss Cleo who the father is, and
watch CNN to see if Puffy got
convicted. Nonsense just makes
good headlines. Take Woodstock
'99 as an example.
I made the trek to New York
two years ago to see about 30
sweet bands. For more than
three days, our make-shift tent
towns were cool as hell.
Whatever the problems were,
we found a way around them.
Then on the very last night, a
group called Pax passed out
thousands of peace candles. OK,
the hastily assembled plywood
walls were already removed and
taken down by people who
crashed the show at this point.
The same thing happened at the
original Woodstock.
Limp Bizkit didn't cause a riot,
thousands of candles started

YOU DECIDE
What do you think about the
proposed smoking ban in
BG? Let us know at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.

a couple of other things too.
First, we should start by banning alcoholic consumption in
Bowling Green.
Alcohol consumption can lead
to an increase in inebriated drivers. Drunk drivers kill innocent
people just like second-hand
smoke harms non-smokers. So
let's pass a law on prohibition.

ON THE STREET
(Jeopardy style)
A: Sidney Ribeau

Asst. Opinion Editor
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210WestHaU
Bowling Green
State University
Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
Fax:(419)372-6967
E-mail:
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

NATHAN FOX
SOPHOMORE
BUSINESS
Q: "Who is most likely
to be a new Simpson's
character?'

SETH WILSON
SOPHOMORE
SPORT MANAGEMENT
Q: "Who is the best
percolater of them
all?"

KEVIN G0LDNER
SOPHOMORE
GRAPHIC DESIGN
Q: "Who is Freddie
Falcon's real identity?"

of them to her classes. We
emerge from her class with a
desire to keep making enamels,
and I myself have taken her class
five times. Harriet always gets
returning students.
Tom Muir will never be able to
find another person who can
take Harriet Nearings place. The
announced changes in
Enameling will only hurt the
School of Art, and the loss of
Harriet Nearing will be a blow
that will never be overcome.
Please place ART 320/423 back
on the Fall 2001 schedule and
retain Harriet Nearing. Again, I
ask you to reconsider your decisions for the good of the School
of Art and BGSU's reputation as a
premier learning center.

BG school of
art needs to be
fixed
1am writing you in response to
the planned changes in the
School of Art curriculum.
I want to add my voice to others who have taken the time to
let you know how unhappy we
all are about the unavailability of
Enameling in the Fall and the
news that Harriet Nearing will
not be asked to continue as
instructor.
As you must know,
Enameling is always a full class,
and must always turn away students who wish to add the class.
If there were more sections made
available, those would be full as
well.
Enameling is a dying art and
the BGSU School of Art is aiding
in its demise. There are few
schools that teach this course,
and just as Glassworking has
added to BG's growing reputation as a top fine art school, part
of that reputation is due to the
fact that such a discipline is
offered here.
What upsets me the most is
the letting go of Harriet Nearing.
One need only look at her evaluations from her students and it
will be clear that she is one of the
best, most experienced instructors in the School of Art. She has
knowlege of her subject far
beyond anyone else. She is
patient and allows her students
to express themselves artisically.
Harriet is always available to
help and explain, and knows the
tricks of the trade. She is always
willing to pass such knowledge
on, unlike some instructors who
withhold such things from the
student. Harriet is an expert at
every technique, and teaches all

-

JILL THOMPSON
iillethlO@hotmail.com

Smoking ban
will hurt local
businesses

time is over. Many of these students smoke quite a bit — especially after a few drinks.
I find it very hard to believe
that they would allow this business to walk down the street.
The proposed ban covers all
public establishments, which
provides a convenient loophole
for business owners who wish to
remain smoker-friendly. This
loophole is simply to privatize
the bars, charging a minimal
yearly membership fee (example: enough to pay for one membership card).
1 ucas County businesses have
already started discussing measures such as the one I mentioned above, and I can't imagine
BG businesses overiooking this.
As for Mr. Schuman. good luck
with your crusade.
As for me, I'm going to have a
cigarette at my favorite bar,
whether or not this stupid proposal is passed.
JEREMY LEA
mrlea510@yahoocom

The-entire school is bubbling
with anticipation over this
smoking "ban."
The fact is that bars like BW3's
and Easystreet will be smoke
free. A bar just is not a bar without that comfortable haze drifting around everyone's head.
Understandably so, many
local business owners are very
apprehensive about the
November ballot. They are going
to be forced by one arrogant
non-smoker, who feels that his
rights are more important than
anyone else's, to cease allowing
smoking in their establishments.
Who does he think he is kid ding? The restaurant-bars make
their living off U. students buying beer and drinks after dinner

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG Newt gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All tubmissions may be edited for
length and clarity. Personal
attacks and anonymous submissions will not be printed. Send
submissions to the Opinion mailbox at 210 West Hall or
bgnews9listproc.bgsu.edu, with
the subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column."
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law at BGSU. After all, lawyers
earn their living off of personal
injury and misery. Frivolous lawsuits bog our society down and
make people afraid to breathe
without being sued.
But wait Mr Schuman, could
you want to pass this law so that
you can make some money by
suing restaurants? You are a
lawyer after all.
Remember the lady who
dumped coffee on herself and
sued the restaurant? There is
money to be made.
If you can't deal with smoke,
stay home. If businesses want to,
they can ban smoking but it's not
your decision sir. Leave it alone.

PEOPLE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

BRIAN
ENGELMAN
lighting little fires that people
were dancing around. By the
end, a very small minority of
mentally disabled morons were
breaking things. That's all we saw
on the news. Let's face it, flames
and teens breaking stuff caught
viewers' eyes. Even though only
about 500 out of 250,000 were
doing anything, they grabbed the
spotlight. The media creates reality.
Right now, our economy is
experiencing what might be a
"recession." Why is this? It's partially, and maybe mostly due to
the Democratic media constantly bombarding the public with
the idea As soon as George Bush
was elected, the word recession
became an everyday word just
like when his father was in office.
After hearing something enough
times, it starts to become true.
Investors get scared and the
stock market plummets. Joe
Schmoe in Omaha stops buying
products. The Jones's start saving
too. Less retail means a loss of
jobs. Blah, blah, blah, the downward spiral continues.
The original Woodstock generation is in control of most things
now. They own the businesses.
They control the media, and
Hollywood. They constantly tell
us that our generation is more
violent than anything before.
They fail to mention that they've
allowed television, movies and
video games to become so
graphic and disturbing that the
youth are warped because of it.
Our world is full of terrible
things, but we don't have to
believe the hype we're spoon fed
by the powers that be. All we can
do is work to do good in this
world.
There's so many reasons to be
impressed with BG after this past
weekend's events. Students were
hallucinating and babbling incoherently from the natural high of
sleep deprivation by the end of
Dance Marathon. It wasn't easy
but it was done. It was one of the
coolest things I've ever seen. If
you think DM is about Greeks,
think again. It's about unity and
hope. Check it out next year.

art, and writings. Excessive
swearing breeds disrespect in
the youth of our otherwise fine
nation.
Fecal art, and nudity has no
place in our society either. Art
should be tasteful, because
exposure to things like these
cause kids to shoot up their high
schools.
Let's pass another law, and get
rid of books on how to make
pipe bombs, anarchy, drug use
and communism. Well, we
should allow books on communism because Mr. Schuman
wants us to be a bunch of mind less zombies following orders.
Finally, let's ban the study of

After all, it worked so well the
first time around.
Now that we're feeling especially self-righteous, next, we'll
hit up the fast food industry.
They target young kids and
teach them very unhealthy eating habits from an early age.
Devouring excess quantities of
deep fried foods causes another
health epidemic in our country.
Obesity, high cholesterol, and
clogged arteries raise all of our
health insurance premiums each
and every year.
Let's do it for the kids here,
OK?
Ohh, here's another good one,
let's ban objectionable music.

VJJ AMYJO L. BRQWN, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Seniors compete
for council spot Macedonian troops launch offensive
WORLD REPORT

CITY COUNCIL FROM PAGE 5

the attitude toward me that,
'Oh, you're just a college student.' My vote counts just as
much as theirs," she said.
This was echoed by at-large
councilman John
Mura.
"Sarah's done an excellent job
representing the first wardshe's brought a good perspective to the job, land] deserves to
be re-elected," he said.
In the last election, according
to Amend, Tomashefski defeated him by only 114 votes. He
favors his chances this time
because of the experience he
now has.
A few examples he listed are

Underbody Student
Government representative at
large, and Alpha Sigma Phi
chapter representative for the
inter-fratemal judicial ward.
A life-long citizen of Bowling
Green, Amend said he would
try to build a better relationship
between the campus and the
community. He stressed the
importance of student participation, and would like to see
more students registering to
vote.
"Very involved students are
our future leaders," he said.
"The student voice is one of the
most powerful in the community."

Changes made
to Grad program
GRADSTEP, FROM PAGE 1

started."
"I think it (GradSTEP) is a
great thing that the University
supports ... I appreciate the
GradSTEP resources and how
the University puts out support
to incoming graduate students," said Gerda.

An ongoing GradSTEP program is offered for graduate
students who are unable to
attend the summer program.
Students are able to do this by
attending sessions offered
throughout the semester or by
watching videos from the original program.

The BG News is
looking for...

The average person has

By Jerome Delay
ASSOCIAICO PRESS WRITER

GAJRE,
Macedonia
—
Government troops punched
through rebel lines and moved
into a hillside village Sunday,
spraying houses with bullets as
they spearheaded an offensive to
push ethnic Albanian insurgents
back from Macedonia's secondlargest city.
While not claiming all-out victory, Prime Minister Ljubco
Georgievski said government
forces were doing well, asserting
that the thrust to "clear the terrain
of terrorists... is being carried out
successfully, and already key
positions have been taken."
The fighting has brought combatants into their closest quarters
yet in the six-week conflict near
Macedonian border with the
Serbian province of Kosovo,
where ethnic Albanians constitute a majority. NATO, which has
policed Kosovo since expelling
former Yugoslav President
Slobodan Milosevic's troops in
1999, wants the Macedonian
conflict defused to prevent a
wider Balkan war.
The rebels say their aim is limited to more rights for ethnic
Albanians within Slav-dominated Macedonia, but the government accuses them of seeking
independence and drawing on
Kosovo for fighters and weapons.
In Washington, President Bush
said he hoped U.S. and NATO
efforts will prove effective in help-

ing Macedonia quell the conflict.
"I'm hoping, of course, that the
government is stable and we're
able to seal off the border to prevent people and arms from getting to the rebels," Bush told
reporters as he returned to the
White House after a morning jog.
On
Sunday
afternoon,
Macedonian troops led by seven
armored personnel carriers and
two tanks moved into the village
of Gajre, in the hills just northwest
of Tetovo, breaking through a
rebel roadblock and forcing the
insurgents to pull back.
Houses and cars were burning
in the village, and bullets sent
roof tiles Dying as troops blasted
houses suspected of harboring
rebels. Two helicopters strafed
the hillsides.
A lone man ran to free his cows
from a burning bam. He then
shot a thin stream of water from a
garden hose on his bam and
house, in a vain attempt to
staunch the flames.
After the fighting ended,
dozens of terrified people who
had been hiding in a cellar surfaced and rushed into the thick
forest around the village.
"Our operations gained intensity and are progressing according to plan," said Antonio
Associated Press Photo
Milososki,
a
government ATTACK: Macedonian soldiers leave Tetovo as they advance toward
spokesman. "Several terrorist
the Albanian controlled village of Gajre, yesterday, as they launch an
positions have been taken.... We
will go on until the final takeover offensive against ethnic Albanian rebels.
of all terrorist positions."
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•"Dance Marathon 2002 "
DM 2002 is now taking applications
(or Director and Assistant Director
positions! Applications available at
the DM office 450 Saddlemire
Student Services-Due 4/2/01
Questions? Ask Kay or Pete
372-0530.

BEYOND BG 2001
INVADING CAMPUS
April 19

Are YOU ready?
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342 S. MAIN ST.; Two bedroom unfurnished apartment. Nice residential area.
Resident pays all utilities. $450.00 per
month (or a 12 month lease.

315 1/2 S. MAIN ST.: Two bedroom
unfurnished upperresidence. Wood deck.
Gas heat. Eat in kitchen. Pet permitted
with references. Resident pays all utilities. S460.00 per month for a 12 month
lease.
319 S. MAIN ST.: Two bedroom two
story unfurnished part of a house. Huge
bedroom upstairs. Gas Heat Resident
pays utilities. Front porch and storage
area. Pet permitted with references.
. $395.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

342 1/2 S. MAIN ST.: One bedroom unfurnishedapartment. Nice Residential area.
Resident pays allutilities. $375.00 per month
for a 12 month lease.
102 ORDWAY: One bedroom unfurnished
apartment. Niceresidential area. Resident
pays all utilities. $380.00 per a month for a
12 month lease
340 1/2 S. MAIN ST.: Two bedroom unfurnishedapartment. Nice residential area.
Resident pays allutilities. $375.00 per month
for a 12 month lease

332 S. Main

NEWIPVE &
Rentals

?

(our only office)

www. newloverealty.com
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Dance music from the late
80s to the mid 90s
FeaturingDJs
B.A.M. and Tab Tanner

DOLLAR
DRINKS
2.50/pitchers
NO COVER

V/CUCOMC BACK TO
ANOTHER VCCK OF

CLASSES///

LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
517 E. REED - Al Thurstin One Bedroom. 1 Bath,
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $495.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $425.00
451 THURSTIN . Across from Offenhauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year • One Person Rate - $370.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $335.00
505 BaHBB - Campus Minor.
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $550.00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE ■ One Bedroom Furn or Unfurn. I
School Year One Person Rate - $410.00
One Year - One Person Rate • $360.00
605 SECOND . One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $340.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate • $415.00
One Year One Person Rate - $360.00
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $385.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person $345.00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Furn. or Unfurn
School Year Furnished - Two Person - $575.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person $480.00
S25JTJJ1BQ • One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Balh,
School Year - One Person Rate ■ $450.00
One Year One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished.
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $505.00
649 SIXTH Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate ■ $555.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00 ■
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished • School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, Dishwasher, 1 Balh Plus Vanity.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $585.00
Furnished - One.Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Minor.
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $615.00
■ Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vinity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
841 EIGHTH • Two Bedroom Furnished/Unfurnished.
School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $525.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
724 S. COLLEGE - Cambridge Commons.
Two Bedroom Unfurnished, 1.5 Baths, Dishwashers.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
854 EIGHTH ST. - One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rale - $445.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $380.00

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

FALL 2001 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL
OFFICE FOR RECREATION AND
SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR ON THE
WEB. DUE FRIDAY, APRIL 6 INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD APRIL
9-10
GET INVOLVED WITH INTRAMURALS'I! APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD (IM
SUPERVISORS) FOR FALL 2001
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
THE IM OFFICE. 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE, OR ON THE WEB
DUE BY MONDAY, APRIL 2. INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED TO 14
APPLICANTS SELECTED BY
SCREENING COMMITTEE AND
WILL BE HELD APRIL 5-6.
Pregnant? Gel Tested
Conlidentlal, professional service,
354-4673 BGPC
Unlimited tanning thru finals-540
1 mo. unlimited S30
Campus Tanning 352-7889

•-Cleaning & Miscellaneous help
needed starting now & 5 1/4 for
short & long term Call 353-0325.

Digital Artist
Small growing company seeks additional photo retouchers. Photoshop
experience required. Full time with
benefits Hours are from 9:00 to
5:00. Monday thru Friday. Send resume, cover letter and samples (zip
disk, web address, or laser prints) to
Naptime Productions, PO Box 7,
Rossford, OH 43460 or lax 6629525

Liberal Arts Major for babysitting |ob
in Perrysburg. Own transportation,
non smoker, call 419-872-6404.

'89 Honda Accord-many new parts.
Dependable. $2000. obo. Call Brian
at 353-5197.

NEEDED
MH Teachers for the 2001-2002
school year.
APPLY: wwwfairDornk12.oh.us
RESUME: (937) 879-8180 fax.

HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1 •
800-719-3001 6X14558.

1 F sublsr, Move in May, own
room, close to campus, private pkg .
turn , $247.50 mo. 353-0183. Liza.
1 subleaser to share 2 bdrm. apt in
University Courts, summer; MayAug Call 352-1554 lor details.
2 female subleasers needed MayAugust S6O0 whole summer, utilities included. Call 373-1867 for more
info.
Help share expenses. Apt 2 miles
Irom campus. Furnished. Lease thru
July. S275 mo. incl. util. Call 419668-7977 after 5pm weekdays Anytime weekends.
Needs 3 grad. tickets
Call Anne at
372-6129.
Subleaser wanted. 2 bdrm, ground
floor, lots of light, now or summer,
$455 mo 352-5239.

Help Wanted

Work on campus F/T or P/T for as
little as 5-10 hrs/wk or as many as
40 hrs/wk. Be your own boss.
Create your own schedule.
Limited positions.
Call 1-800-808-7442x80

BG Youth Baseball needs umpires
Starting May 1st through Aug. 20th.
Good money making opportunity.
Meeting Sun April 1. 4pm at Carter
Park Rec. Bldg. For more info, contact Scott Siville 354-8149.
Counter help needed. Must be at
least 19 yrs. old. Call Tanglewood
Golf Club at 1-419-833-1725 tor
more info.
Data entry specialist
Full or part time Must be accurate
and computer literate. Will train.
Good pay and benetits. Call 419244-2166 exl 228 or 800-291 -3808
Drum lessons offered. Call Bowling
Green Music and Sound at 3526612.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
students work here. Starting pay is
$5.30 per hour with an automatic
S.25 per hour increase to $5.55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts. Apply in person between the hours of 9:00am and
5 00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC.. 428 Clough Street,
Bowling Green, Ohio, only 2 blocks
trom campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks
Eminent spring & summer jobs avail,
full/pt. time. Servers, snack bar,
grounds, caddies, bag room, lifeguards. & dishwashers. Flexible
hrs . free golf in season, great compensation. Exp helpful but not necessary. Please apply Toledo Country Club 3949 River Rd Toledo, OH
orlax419-3B9-4577
Gain Professional Sales Experience. Best Summer Job in BG.
Student Publications is now accepting applications for sales account
executives. Gain valuable sales experience selling phone directory ads
to local businesses. Positions require 15-20 hrs per week & run
trom May through July. Students
must have excellent communication
skills, be highly motivated & have
own transportation. Stop by 204
West Hall for an application or call
Tonya at 372-0430 for more info.
Deadline to apply Friday, April 6.
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Lawn Maintenance, part 4 lull time
lor spring & summer. Call Steve @
Knickerbocker Lawns 352-5822
Mike's Party Mart
A popular, lun. Iriendly, home
town, lamily-owned business, has a
part-time sales clerk position 15-20
hrs per week. Must be friendly,
neat, honest, dependable, & be
avail, throughout the summer.
Located on S. Main
in "Big Lots Plaza"
Apply Mon.-Fri. 8am-5pm.
Ask for Mike or Tina 352-9259.

Summer & Full-Time Positions
Beautiful lakefront yachting club
seeks friendly team players.
Will train qualified candidates as:
Full-time. Red Cross certified, available weekends, experience needed
Servers
Bussers
Host - Hostess
Bartenders
Dock Attendants
Lifeguards
Line Cooks - Banquet Prep
Snack Bar Supervisor - Attendants
Asst. Sail camp Director
Sailcamp Counselors
Incentive Programs - Flexible hrs.
Excellent Pay
Wednesday thru Sunday
200 Yacht Club Dr
Rocky River, OH 44116
(440)333-1155 or (440)333-1310
Ask for Kathy or Marc
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top rated boys sports
camp in Maine. Need counselors to
coach all sports: tennis, basketball,
baseball, rollerhockey, water-sports,
rock-climbing, biking, golf, creative
activities. Work outdoors, have a
great summer. CALL FREE (888)844-8080 or APPLY ONLINE

JOHNNEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

Rentals available
for summer and
fall. Stop by for
our full listing.

i

Spring Into Leasing
at (Jpeeitbriar
GMlNMIAIt. INC

224 R. Wooster
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Check Us Out II
www.homecityice.com

Great Job

If you love animals & like work.
Call Rick © All Breed Kennels
419-893-7218.
Part-time mornings/eves/wkends.

Pro Shop & Bag room staff needed
(M or F). Flex, hrs, wages ♦ tips.
Healherdowns Country Club, 3850248. ask for Chris.
PUT-IN-BAY
Village of Put-in-Bay is seeking
Dock & Park Maintenance workers
for the 2001 summer season. The
Village offers good starting salary
plus ferry pass reimbursement. Must
be over 18 Call (419) 285-5112.
Putin Bay Island Resort
Now Hiring bartenders, servers,
kitchen help. Great pay' lots of tun.
Call Chris at 419-344-2521.
Social Work Administrator
Toledo area homeless shelter seeking an Executive Director. Candidates must be flexible and
experienced in grant writing and accountability; staff (including social
worker) supervision; public speaking; client management; financial,
staff, and client record keeping; and
community awareness/involvement.
Master's Degree in Social Service
Administration; substance abuse
counseling experience a plus. Send
cover letter and resume, including
salary requirements, to: Executive
Director. PO Box 212, Samana. Ml,
48177 or email same to
bonadme @ accesstotedo.com.
SOFTBALL UMPIRES needed this
summer lor either slow or last pitch
Softball. Earn $15-35 per game.
Contact Jim at 352-4159 or treeger@wcnet org.
Spring landscaping Clean MVR.
Willing to work Call 352-2095
Summer Camp Jobs
A fun place to work and a lifelong
learning experience awaits you at
our beautilul YMCA Camps. Are you
a creative, caring, and enthusiastic
person who would enjoy working
with children in an active, outdoor
setting? How hiring group counselors and activity specialists for
aquatics (lifeguards), nature,
arts/crafts, drama/music, ropes
course, and sailing. Paying highly
competitive wages Call (248) 8874533.
Summer camp near Am-. Arbor
seeks counselors, life guards, health
officer. Room, board. & salary.
734-878-6628.
Tennis Positions, all levels
Northeast Summer Camps.
www.summercampemployment.com
or 1-800-443-6428
The Aurora Academy, a community
school located in Toledo, is seeking
middle grade teachers in the subject
areas ol Scienoe and Math Candidates must have valid certificate to
teach in the State ol Ohio. Send
cover letter and resume, with attention to the Director, to 541 Utah
Street, Toledo, OH, 43605. or lax to:
419-693-4799

For Sale

Rental Office
319 E. WoosterSt.

Y

Love, l>ori. Cara. & Molly

Great summer |obs. S10-$12 an hr.
Work outside. Taking applications
now. 1-800-277-9787 or www collegepro.com.

1990 Honda Accord, 125K mi. A-1
shape. $4995. 352-6847, ask lor Allen.

Advertise in tbe
Classifieds

372-6977

354-2260
G Award

Wanted

AUBbi£S Instruct^
We are looking for water & land instructors. Morning & evening
classes Call Rick 1-419-841-5597

Spi it of

Wood County Humane Society
Cats and Dogs S55 each
Call 352-7339

500 Summer Camp PositionsNortheast. 1-800-443-6428:
www.summercampemploymenl.com

Nominate your favorite BGSU staff
member for Random Acts of:
• Compassion 0 Expert Help
• Kindness
• Extra Effort
• Couraqe.
• Caring

f^CQ
Nominate your favorite Staff
Member!
Find forms at.
.
wwvs bgsutdu/orqanizations/asc

or

vww.b0Su.ec/u/organizaOons/csc/

mwubjim

ortunities !!
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Hiring Students Part- Time NOW and Full- Time Dunng Summer & Breaks

Flexible Hours & GREAT PAYlT
We offer 10-40+ hours / week
Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $10.00 per hour

1-800-899-8070

SUMMER CAMP JOBS Camp Counselors needed for top girls camp in
Maine Top salary, travel paid in full, room/board/laundry and uniform provided Skilled in Arts/Crafts (ceramics, jewelry, stained glass). Basketball.
Canoeing. Dance li.i// Pointe, Tap), Field Hockey, Golf. Gymnastics.
Horseback Riding/English Hunt Seat. Lacrosse. Photographer/Videographer.
Piano Accompanist. Office/Administration. Outdoor Adventure.
Ropes/Challenge Course. Sailing. Soccer. Softball. Swimming, Tennts.
Theatre, Volleyball. Water-skiing. Windsurfing Additional opportunities for
kitchen, cooks, maintenance, webmaster, nurses

Located just minutes from Campusl
We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Usl
Lexington. Kr
Lima/Bucyrus
Cktveland'Ashland
CantorVEno
Cincinnati/Kentucky
Mansfield/ Ashiand

1-800-933-3575
1 -800-894-0529
1-800-674-0880
1 -800-288-4040
1 -800-894-0529

DaylorVSpringtieW
Detroit
Pittsburgh
West Virginia
Southeast Ohm

1-800-283-5511
1 -734-955-9094
1 -800-355-2732
1-800-545-4423
1 -800-545-4423

No experience Necessary. Train in one facility during school
and work during summer break. We offer Schedule Flexibility.
Start training NOW
Schedule an interview A.S.A.P.

www.homecityice.com

CAMP VEGA FOR GIRLS!! Visit our website at www.eampve9a.com
to complete an application and receive a camp video or call 1-800838-8342.
Come see us! We will be on campus Wednesday, March 28th
Olscamp Hall Room 104 from 10am-3pm Drop-in interviews
encouraged, no appointment necessary

For Rent

1 bdrm. apt. across Irom campus.
Avail. June 1st. 1 yr lease.
$350/mo • utilities Call 419-8975997.
439 1/2 N. Main. 3 bdrm., upper.
$650 mo. plus util. Avail. June 1.
Call 353-0494.

Nomad II64 Megabytes, MP3 player, 2 lor sale @ 150 each, comes w/
everything! Call 352-8491

719 Fourth, 3 bdrms.. 1 bath, $650
mo. plus util. Avail. May 16.

For Rent

723 Fourth, 3 bdrm., 2 bath. Avail.
May 17. $800 mo plus util.
353-0494

"4 bedroom house available, central air, washer/dryer, located at 729
4th St. Call 353-0325.
"Efficiencies. Apartments,
and Rooms
146 S. College efficiency, $315 a
month, includes utilities.
309 1/2 E. Merry, rooms $220 a
month, includes utilities.
316 and 311 E. Merry apartments,
$510 or $560 a month.
Call 353-0325.
1 bdrm m BG with pool
Summer lease.
353-3372
12 month leases starting
May 19, 2001:
226 N Enterprise »B-1 Br -1 person-$420 + ulil.
230 N. Enterprise »C-1 Br -1 person-S360 » util.
266 Manville Front-1 Br -1 person$380 . util.
322 E Court »2-1 Br -1 person-$405
incl. all util.
322 E. Court »4-1 Br -1 person-$415
incl. all util.
424 1/2 S. Summit-Effic. 1 person$260 . elec
605 5th »C-2 Br -2 person$400 «
util.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710

353-0494.

Apt Available lor sublease Third
St. 1 bdrm. Now through Aug 2001.
Call 352-3914.
Apt. lor rent, 2 or 3 bdrms., walking
distance to town & campus.
$630/mo. plus util Grad students
only with references Call 352-1234
Apt for rent. May through August, 2
bdrm.. AC. close to campus.
$475/monlh plus gas and electric.
Call 352-5332 after 5:00pm
APIS FOR RENT
426 1/2 E Wooster, 2 bdrm . avail.
6/1/01. utils ind $475/mo 3525882.
APTS FOR RENT
426 E Wooster. 1 bdrm. avail.
6/1/01, clean. A/C. utils incl
$360'mo 352-5882
For rent-1 bedroom house. 316
Ridge (rear) $350/month. Call 3542854.
Houses. 1. 2. & 3 bdrm. apts begmning May 01 9 & 12 mo. leases.
352-7454
Preler grad. student. 2 bdrm. house,
quiet, washer/dryer. S550 plus util
Avail May 1 352-6847. ask lor Allen.
Summer subleasers needed ASAP
lor newly remodeled 2 bdrm apt. on
8lh St across Irom shuttle stop
S550/mo 353-7380

3-4 BR house, country setting, city
services. W/D, grad./prof.
$1000/mo . Call 354-6036
3-4 female sublsrs needed, 4 bdrm
house for summer. May to Aug ,
$250 per mo plus util 352-5228
4 bdrm., 1 bath, house at 516 E
Reed. Avail. Aug. 16 for a 12 mo
lease, $975 per mo. House in good
shape w/ nice backyard. 1/2 block
Irom campus, carpeted w/ off street
parking, unfurn except, refrig . d/w,
& stove. No dogs, security deposit
required. Call 419-885-8307. leave a
message for Steve.

^HIGHLAND"
MANAGEMENT

IV) h Washington Strcel Bowling (irrcn

Management Inc.

2001/2002
Openings
Leasing Now
Management Inc.
IlillsdaleApts. 1082 Fair vie*.
I Bdrms & 2 Bdrms
Air condition/Dislmasher
Garbage Disposal
*asherAir\er hitok-up in 2 lijirn
Starts at $390-Call 353-5800

354-6036

AfEfcCA

ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!

Evergreen Apt. 215 E P*>e

www wentt oig/- highland

Jay-Mar Apartments
80*815 8th St
2 bedroom-$475/mo.-12 mo lease
Some remodeled
$550/mo-12mo.lease
Laundry facilities on-sile
•Air/heat
The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, laundry facilities
t\ DKJg, ale. quet.
From $395/month
The HomesfeodGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom. A/C.
on-site laundry, ceramic we.
soundproof construction, skylights
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings
From $510/month -12 month lease
14354 West Poe
3* bedrooms, rural setting
W/D. city services
$ 1 OOP/month -12 month lease^

Management Inc.
Studios & Large I Kdrms
Laundry on site
SUMS tt $2S0-Call 353-5800

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Mi in/site Apts. 710 N Enterprise

BRAND NEW/ONLY A FEW LEF1
BdrnWAir Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Slarls at S410 Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow House Apis. 830 Fourth St.
I hdrms /Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Stalls at $400 - Call 353-5800

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St
for complete listing or
Call 353-581)0.
www.wcnet.nrg/-niecca
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lorn Reed BC New

ALL IN THE FAMILY:
From left to right is
Jennifer Fincher
(mother), Madalean
Fincher, Todd Fincher
(father), dancer Jem
Miller and little sister
Amanda Fincher.

J7'X<(iif/ /*/ t/iefront o/oor-i a/a/ aa.je in
aiii/t.rcincii/. ■y/iet/ keeb coining, hertoii
afterfier-jcn. ■Jmi/inaface after 'imi/inafaee.
■ y/ie //rtr>jt ofe.iritement riocifxcit me tc /x'o/in
a ma rat/1011 for mirac/eo. <y/ie (/aiieer-i ana1
mora/er-i, after mont/i-j ofi/io/ieu/iia/-ie//i/n7
to rack- moneii, form a /arae o/iai/i
■iereami/ia t/ieir e.ivitemenffor f/ie A/Wo.
■f/fie 3*£Viour eceiit -Jarto.

Do it for the kids!
Well who are these kids? Children's Miracle
Network (CMN) who represents Miracle
Children like 13-year-old Madalean Fincher
who has Long QT Syndrome (LQTS).
Madalean, known as Maddi, is an eighth
grader in the Ada school districts and involved
in many different activities such as the school
paper, Ir. Beta Club, Jr. Quiz Bowl team, and is a
basketball and football cheerleader. In the
future she wants to become a marine biologist.
With all she does one would find it difficult to
believe she has a disease which limits her activity. This requires her to have a buddy system
anytime she does anything active, such as
swimming to insure her safety.
The Finchers, who are a close family, learned
of the disease by reading an article, which discussed LQTS. The symptoms related to the
characteristics of the unexpectedd deaths of

- Pinchers
spend hours
cheering
marathoners,
sharing
their lives

two family members. In June of 1999, the entire
family got tested for LQTS (it is genetic in some
cases) and found that both Maddi and her
mother have the disease, addi and her mother
have the disease.
In Maddie's case, she experiences lack of
energy, and is required to have a defibrillator.
But, LQTS involves more than just a lack of
energy.
LQTS causes the intervals in-between heart
beats to be too long (QT intervals), which could
cause one to go into cardiac arrest, or cause
sudden death.
To help prevent QT intervals from happening, Madalean has a defibrillator in her chest.
The defibrillator is similar to the paddles used
to jump start the heart, but the device is a metal
box surrounding her heart that detects the
heart beat and maintains regularity.

STORY BY

IVY ICKKS

MADALEAN,PAGE 9
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LOOKING GOOD: (Top) Madalean and Mrs. Fincher rub cleanser on their faces while gvetting a free
make-over by Mary Kay. The make-over takes place in the Family Room or the Dance Room ot the
Student Recreation Center. The Family Room is tor famlies and Steering Committee members only and
features various activities (games, movies, toys) for relaxation. Madalean tries her luck at hoola hooping.
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Bowling Green's Most Complete
Dining and Entertainment
Establishment

Great JOB to all the Alpha Phi Dance Marathoners!
DGRs: Nici Martin and Catherine Ciganko
Dancers: Kim Beiting, Kami Callinan. Jamie Cook, Jen Dennis, Jen Engler, Kari Freeman,
Megan Goffos and Amy Shumake
Moralers: Lisa Durst, Erin Gilbert, Jessica Leibold, Jody Marshall,Molly McNeil, Jessica Park and
Meredith Piersol
Steering Committee:
External Assistant Director- Brooke Mohajer, Special Promotions Director- Shannon Riday
Core Committee;
Family Relations- Nicole Messman, Abby Gilbert, Rachel Ott, Sara Layne and Juli Pawlecki
Public Relations- Jamie Brumbaugh, Special Promotions-Ann Ballinger

Open 7 Days a week

FUN FOOD, FUN TIMES FOR FUN PEOPLE
Downstairs

And Alpha Phis Participating in other Organizations
Dancers: Janay Joyce (Rec Sports) & Jillian Syphers (Founders)
DGRs: Sara Koloda (University Ambassadors)
Moralers: Jesska Batt & Amber James (Harshman), Neeley Lampus (Rec
Sports), Casey Stevens (University Ambassadors), Andrea Velie (Mac),
Lisa Feldhaus (Founders), Sayaka Sekigudii (PRSSA)

Extensive menu featuring many unique dishes from appetizers to dinners!
• 45 Sandwiches • 90 Brands of Beer • Homemade Soups • Fondue
• Spareribs • Steak • Chops • Seafood • Desserts

Upstairs
Live Entertainment
• Darts • Big Screen TV • Video Games • Pool
i^^^^^B

104 S. Main Street

Diners Club.
Carte Blanc

353-0988

Congratulations to everyone that waslflvoled. We are proud of you!!!
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Bee Proudly
Gee Book
Store
Supports

Check us out...
www.BGNews.com
KLEVERS JEWELRY

WE'VE MOVED!
Klever's now at the corner of Poe and Haskins
facing the Wood County Fairgrounds.

Dance Marathon 2001
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Groundi I
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353-6691
Mon.,Tues.,Wed... 10am-5:30
Thurs... 10am-7
Fri.... 10am-6
S.it
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Phi- M* would/ Uke^ to- acknowledge
theye/ fine/ women for their hard/ work- on
Vance/Marathon'

COME IN FOR GREAT DEALS
New and Used Texts
School & Art Supplies
B6SU Sportswear & Jackets
Alumni a Parents Sportswear
• Candles
•Banners
• 61ft Items
• Posters & Prints
Harshman
wmmmmm

Vancery:

BGB

Core/
Committee*:

Moratory:

Bee Bee Boot Store „

PiPP^WWIWShiflii.-fri. 9am-5:30pm
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Sat. 9am ~ 5pm
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MAOALEAN, FROM PAGE 7
Maddi had to have two operalions done lo insert the defibrillator, the process was devastating and caused her to feel dysfunctional at times, said Todd
Fincher, Maddi's father.
However dysfunctional the
operation made her feel, it may
have saved her life. The defibrillator has actually gone off. She
said this made her feel like the
wind had been knocked out of
her and drained her of all energy.
Naturally, her reaction to this was
emotionally destructive: she was
afraid to do anything physical for
a long time.
While having two family
members who have LQTS may
be devastating, they take comfort
in knowing that Maddi and her
mother always have someone
they can share experiences with.
However, it is difficult for Mr.
Fincher.
"I already lost one daughter
(unrelated causes), I can't imagine what it would be like if I lost
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my wife and another daughter.
The whole situation has made us
a much closer family," said Mr.
Fincher.
Even though having this disease has been difficult for her,
Maddi has been able to cope by
providing encouragement lo
other people who have recently
been diagnosed. She has
become friends with one of the
people she has helped who is her
age. They take comfort in knowing there is someone their age
thai understands what they're
going through.
Maddi has also been an active
participant with CMN since she
was diagnosed. Her interview in
a CMN telethon generated
money to study LQTS.
It was through her work at the
CMN telethon that she heard
about Dance Marathon (DM).
Maddi was asked to be a Miracle
Child for the first time this year.
However, it wasn't until the
Spaghetti Dinner that she
learned what DM was. Maddi
and her family also attended the

mini marathon.
"I was lieu MI in k at all of the
enthusiasm and energy in the
room and this wasn't even the
actual Dance Marathon," said
Mr. Fincher.
The Finchers, who were excited to be at DM, were there for
over 16 hours.
"It is unbelievable where these
students hearts are right now.
They are all so special; they're
angels and don't even realize
what all of this means to us," said
Mr. Fincher.
The Finchers spent most of
their time dancing and playing
right along with the DM dancers.
"The Finchers were such an
awesome family. For being a first
timer they were so pumped
about DM. 1 had so much fun
with them, said lerri Miller,
sophomore who adds, "they
were there so much and would
dance and play with me when I
got tired. They were the best
motivation of all."

Photographers
Tom Reed
Sarah Casto
Rebekah Gonzales

SHAKE RATTLE, ROLE: (Left) Giggling amongst each other, Madalean and Mrs. Fincher attempt the 15
minute Line Dance taught to the dancers during the marathon. When the music starts for the Line
Dance, dancers, moralers and staff go running to the dance door in an energized frenzy.

BGSU Dining Services Presents

Did yoci know...
Y An ostrich egg would take four
-,v^
hoars to hard boilff ^ffithiJl

GoiFunuiufy Easier SZuffel
Sunday April 15, 2001
11 am - 2 pm at McDonald Dining Center

ft BGSU Spirit Group Announcements /^

Slow Roasted Prime Rib au jus
Hand Carved Country Smoked Ham
Chicken Breast Chablis
Pasta Primavera
Steaming Fresh Vegetables
Gourmet Salads
Dessert Bar
Beverage

^^-

Monday - Friday 9 am - 5 pm
Parking is available in lots J & 3 (off of Thurstin Ave.)
and lots 7 & 8 between Merry & Reed St off Thurstin Ave.

i
i

i

Welcome Sack to another !
tveek of classes!ff
\

1

Freddie S Frieda applications are now available in 365 Education Rldg. and 406 Student
Services. Applications are due by March 30.
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Anyone Interested In trying out for the 2001-2002 Dance
Team should attend the Informational meeting on Tuesday.
April 3 at 8:00 in the Games Room at the Rec Center.

Adults-$12.95 plus tax
BGSU Students - $11.95 with student ID (meal plans accepted)
Children ages 3-10 years old - $5.95 plus tax
Children under the age of 3 years - Free
Golden Buckeye Card Patrons - $11 95

Please Call: University Catering at 372-6951

Anvone
trvina out for the 2001-2002 Varsity
Anyone interested in trying
Cheerleadlng Squad should attend the Informational meeting on Tuesday. March 27 at 6:00 In the Games Room at the
Rec Center. Males and females needed.

cr"

Jr

Any questions regarding cheerleadlng and
dance team will be addressed at the scheduled meetings.
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NOW LEASING

s^

Field Manor Aprtments
320 ELM SWEET:
' NMMM fuinnlwfl ftf
mats. FREE GAS NUT, WATER, A
SEWER. Private parUf* lot. Clot* to
C—PM.TIIIMI tm dectrfc only 11 $400.00
per month for a 12 month haw. $500.00 per
month for a «tao month lute. FREE RENT tor Ai*.

•2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have
dishwasher and garbage disposals.
• »675/ mo. and electric (4 person rate)

320 BM SIJKlf; Two bedroom fumhhea apart■HMts. FREE CAS HUT, WATER, A SEWER. Private I
aarMac»*Waa^a]afajaMteCaavas. Lob of
•pace. Han room».Taaaat aayi ahctrfc aalvll
$700.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
$•00.00 per month far 9 'month leata.
FREE RENT for Aafc

Field Avenue Apartments

NEWI9VE

'•a*** St

sag ■hi
5? —s
|| Field Manoj^ |

Leiro. 5

Merry St

3
(/)
O
ffi

FUaxJSl

R-JQ-SI

•2 bedroom, 1 bath, furnished apartments
with dishwashers and garbage disposals
•675/ mo. and electric (4 person rate)
•625/ mo. and electric (3 person rate)
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Rentals

352-5620
332 S. Main (our only office)

www.newloverealty.com
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THIS WEEK IN

AA: MICHIGAN STATE, ARIZONA ADVANCE TO 2001 FINAL FOUR.

BG SPORTS

MONDAY

Baseball
3/27

March 26,
2001

Host Michigan/ 3 p.m.

3/28
At Wright State/ 3 p.m.

3/30
At Ohio/ 3 p.m.

www.bgnews.com/sports

3/31

BOWLING CREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

At Ohio/ 1 p.m.
(double header)

4/1
At Ohio/ 1 p.m.

Softball
3/27
Host Toledo/ 2 p.m. (double
header)

3/28
At Cleveland State/ 2 p.m.
(double header)

3/30
At Marshall/ 6 p.m.

3/31
At Marshall/ 1 p.m. (double
header)

Women's tennis
3/29
Host Ball State/ I p.m.
3/31
Host Xavier/ 2 p.m.

Men's tennis
3/31
At Western Michigan/ I p.m.

Men's and women's
track
3/31
At Bearcat Invitational
(Cincinnati)/ 10 a.m.

Knight a
Raider...
watch
out, Texas
JOE
REECE
Sports Reporter
"Reece's Pieces"

They say that everything is
bigger in Texas. Well, good luck
finding room for a General sized
whirlwind that's about to scour
the Lonestar State landscape
this time around.
Batten down the hatches.
Sound the civil defense sirens.
Grab the dog and kids and head
to the storm cellar. Turn on your
battery-operated radios. This
one could be a doozy. Worst one
they've seen in years.
As if Texas doesn't already see
its good share of tornadoes
around this time of year anyway,
the highly volatile, twister-like
demeanor of Bob Knight looks
to make a direct hit on Lubbock
as Knight was named the new
men's head basketball coach at
Texas Tech University and there
is no storm shelter built that is
capable of withstanding those
unpredictable winds.
I guess we shouldn't be all that
surprised that Knight is back in
the mix so quickly. He wanted to
continue coaching and schools
wanted him to head their programs, yet most were not willing
to claim the baggage that came
with him, and understandably
so.
On a more constructive and
helpful note, at least there are
two definitivesidesofthe
General.
There is the side that will raise
millions of dollars for his university, run a clean program from
top to bottom with no exceptions, most likely turn a struggling program around instantaneously, graduate all of his players, and turn boys into
respectable men through the
concepts of basketball.
On the other side, there is the
Bob Knight that tosses chairs,
lashes out at media i epresentatives, verbally abuses secretaries,
and exhibits a stand-offish attitude when dealing with university officials, especially towards
the ones who he feels has
wronged him in some fashion.
This side of Knight plays by
his own rules. You can bet that
both sides will prevail in
Lubbock. Only one side will fulfill his legend the most, however.
So, it looks like Texas Tech will
be the experimental rat next
season to see how they handle
i
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Falcons move to 11 -4
BG beats Eastern Michigan Friday, splits double header Saturday
By Enk Cassano
SPORTS REPORrER

If Steller Field is ever fined for lights, Bowling
Green now knows who to look up for the power
supply.
Falcon Lee Morrison, Len Elias, Tim Newell and
Corey Loomis generated enough juice to light up
Steller, Doyt Perry Stadium and all the 1-75 streetlights between here and Toledo. Their four home
runs in the first two innings in BG's 8-5 MidAmerican Conference-opening and home-opening victory over Eastern Michigan Friday.
"We swung the bats very well in the first two
innings," said coach Danny Schmitz. "Then the
Eastern Michigan relievers came in and shut us
down."
As quickly as the Falcons started their highwattage display, the Eagles tripped a circuit breaker. As the Eastern Michigan bullpen held the BG
offense still, their offense chipped away at the 8-0
lead.
The Eagles scored two runs off of BG starter
Craig Menke in the sixth inning, both unearned,
and two more in the seventh before Menke righted the ship, recording three outs around a walk in
the eighth.
Clayton Booth pitched a shaky ninth, hindered
by two errors and a walk, giving up an unearned
run before notching the final two outs.
"I felt pretty good throwing Friday," said Menke,
who won his second game of the season. "I have
confidence in the defense, so I just tried to throw
strikes."
Saturday, the March weather scales shifted back
in favor of winter as temperatures dropped into
the 30s. In the first game of a doubleheader, the
bad swing hand sting that hits ballplayers in cold
weather seemed to affect BG more than Eastern
Michigan as the Eagles defeated the Falcons 9-3.
lunior Gregory Anglin led Eastern Michigan with
three hits, two runs, and two RBI.
Senior Nick Soliz had a two-run homer among
his three RBI's lunior pitcher loe Linde pitched a
complete seven-inning game for the win.
In the second game, Morrison certified'his
weekend as "excellent," adding seven RBI—one
short of the school record— to his two on Friday
as the Falcons had an 11-9 lead when the game
was suspended after the seventh inning due to
darkness.
Morrison hit a three-run homer in the first
inning and a grand slam in the second inning as
BG jumped out to an 8-1 lead at the end of two
innings.
However, like Friday's game, Eastern Michigan
began to creep back into the game, scoring in
every inning thereafter.
FALCONS, PAGE 11
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Michael LiMuitoBG fern
SOPHOMORE SWING: Sophomore shortstop Corey Loomis takes a cut at a pitch from an Eastern Michigan pitcher
last weekend. The Falcons defeated the Eagles 8-5 Friday, lost 9-3 and won 11-9 Saturday but the game scheduled
for Sunday was called due to cold,weather and snow.

Tennis wins Oestreng wins all-around
both matches at MAC championships
8C NEWS SPORTS SUFF

By Erica Gambaccini
SPORTS REPORTER

The women's tennis team
opened the Mid-American
Conference portion of their
schedule with two victories.
The first one came on Friday
at Keefe Court's against Akron as
the Falcons won by a score of 52.
"Akron was a strong team,"
said senior Erika Wasilewski.
"We had to play at our best level
and having the break helped."
Wasilewski played and won at
both the number three singles
spot and the top doubles flight
She said that a lot of close
friends and family came to
watch the matches.
"It was a better atmosphere to
play at home," she said.
"Everyone went out and gave
everything they had."
In singles play, the Brown and
Orange won four of the six
flights. Senior Tracy Howitt and
freshman Gaby Coello won with
6-0, 6-0 scores at the fifth and
sixth levels. Howitt did not lose a
single game all afternoon.
BG won their doubles point
right away along with 8-0 victories in all their doubles matches.
Senior Meghan Rhodes also
won at the second singles spot In
straight sets.

The Falcons second victory
came on Saturday against
Buffalo. They came away with a
7-0 win, losing just 10 games all
afternoon.
"Buffalo is a new team," said
Wasilewski.
According to Wasilewski, head
coach Penny Dean told the players that this weekend was a good
confidence boost and should
prepare them for Ball State this
coming week.
"Everyone came out with
good attitudes and played hard,"
she said.
Wasilewski was one of three
singles players on BG to win
against Buffalo without losing a
game.
She went 6-0, 6-0 in the second singles spot Freshman Lisa
Maloney, at third singles, and
freshman Jessica Johnson, at
TENNIS. PAGE 11

WOMEN'S TENNIS
LAST WEEKEND: Defeated
Akron 5-2 Friday and
Buffalo 7-0 Saturday.
FRIDAY: BG won four of the
six flights.
RECORD: 5-8 overall, 2-0
MAC.

Bowling Green junior gymnast Mamy Oestreng continued her impressive Brown and
Orange career by winning the
All-Around title Saturday.
The Falcons competed at the
Mid-American
Conference
Championships held at Kent
State.
Oestreng
tied
Central
Michigan's Sarah Dame for first
place as each of them scored a
39.150. Oestreng has now won
eight conference titles in her

three year
career
at
BG, including
three
MAC AllAround
titles, and
also earned
MARNY
first-team
All-MAC
OESTRENG
honors.
As a team, the Falcons finished fifth with a score of
194.400 in the last team compe-

Ution of the season.

Host Kent State won the
event and set a new MAC Meet
record with a score of 195.675.
The Golden Flashes narrowly
beat Central Michigan, who
netted a 194.900 score, and
unseated the Chippewas, who
have won the MAC's the past
three seasons
Eastern Michigan took third,
followed by Ball State, BG,
Western
Michigan
and
Northern Illinois

Instant replay reviewed
By Dave Goldberg
»P FOOTBALL WRITER

PALM DESERT, Calif. —
Instant replay may become a
permanent part of the NFL
rulebook for the next three seasons
The league's competition
committee, which met this
weekend, is prepared to make
the three-year recommendation to the owners, who begin
meeting here on Monday. If so,
it would be the first time in the
nearly 20 years that the NFL has
been experimenting with the
rule that it will be implemented

for more than a year.
"We think we have the support to get the three-year window," Bill Polian, the president
of the Indianapolis Colts and
one of the members of the
rules-making committee, said
Sunday. "We would leave it
open for change from year-toyear, but the basic structure
would remain in place."
The committee's recommendation isn't binding of course,
and the recommendation has
yet to be cleared by commissioner Paul Tagliabuc. But that
clearance seems likely.

Instant replay was first
installed in 1986 and taken out
in 1991, each year barely winning or losing A vote of threequarters of the teams is
required to implement it. It was
revived two years ago with the
coaches' challenge system.
But it has been discussed
every year and never has it been
put in — or ruled out — for
more than one season.
This is not Likely to be a busy
meeting. Or rather, it is not likely to be a newsworthy one.
REPLAY, PAGE 11
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Knight will rule again
THE GENERAL, FROM PAGE 10

Knight's deportment And I say
that knowing that I would be
crazy to think that Knight has
turned as soft as a Martha
Stewart hand towel during his
time away from coaching.
Knight didn't join John Rocker in
any anger management classes
this past fall and you can bet he
scoffed at any brochures relating
to sensitivity training seminars.
In a world where second
chances can sometimes make or
break someone's legacy long
after they are gone, this is
Knight's second chance, but
don't expect to see Knight play
the part of Mr. Manners. He will
still rage in anger at bad calls and
shock the press with his off-color
remarks, as well as run his practices like boot camp. Nothing
will change from this old coaching warrior. Knight's true colors
will not be suppressed. The only
color change we'll see from him
is that of his new Red Raider
pullover windbreaker.
It also helps that his longtime
buddy of over thirty years,
Gerald Myers, just happens to be
the athletic director at Tech, so
don't look for him to reprimand
his cronie when he should Dy off
the handle again, especially
when Myers practically catered
to all of Knight's desires so that
he could lure him to Tech.
Knight is locked into the Red
Raider job until he retires,
regardless of circumstance.
Even well before Knight has
moved into his new office, Tshirt vendors are claiming to
have already sold at least 1.200 Tshirts in support of Knight that
read, "Mr. Knight, we love your
style", or "Techsans for Knight!
Supporting discipline and the
American work ethic!" It doesn't

look like Knight has much reason to walk on eggshells for his
first few weeks in Lubbock, testing out the waters. He can
already gauge where he stands
with the townspeople.
By the likes of this article, you
wouldn't think that I am actually
a supporter of Knight. In all honesty, I really am and have been
for quite some time. I can appreciate his past success and his
method of tough disciplinarian
coaching in an era of big ego stu dent-athletes. He had to be
doing something right in order
to record all the wins over 29
years, including the three
national championships and the
11 Big Ten Titles. Except this time
around, I know better. I have
teamed that Bobby will be
Bobby and to know him is to
love him, I guess.
However, what I'm absolutely
sure of is that I would be kidding
myself if I believed that Knight's
firing from Indiana served as the
first step in temper rehabilitation
for him. People have speculated
a calmer Knight at Tech, one
who will be more conscious of
his explosive anger this time
around. Not a chance. lust give it
some time and soon we will see
that you can't teach an old dog
new tricks, especially a coaching
bulldog named Knight
So now time will tell how soon
we will see the first inklings of
the Knight we have all grown to
love and hate. What will it be this
time? A brash comment directed
towards an unsuspecting member of the media or a referee who
dares to make a bad call against
the Red Raiders? I guess we'll just
have to sit back, relax, and enjoy
the show.

Women open MAC
TENNIS. FROM PAGE 10

sixth singles, also won all of their
games.
Howitt and Coello both won by
a score of 6-0, 6-1 at the fourth
and fifth singles levels.

"The teams we
played were
probably some of
the weaker teams."
ERICA WASILEWSW, SENIOR

In doubles play. Wasilewski
and senior Abby Bratton won
together at the top flight to give
the Falcons their doubles point
The other doubles players also
defeated Buffalo.
"The teams we played were
probably some of the weaker
teams," said Wasilewski.
These two victories now
improve the Falcons record to 5-8
overall and 2-0 in MAC play.
Coverage on the men's team
will be in tomorrow's paper.

DAY SHIFTS ARE SPECIAL!
MONDAY
FRIDAY

WO COVER
WHEN YOU
WEAR A
SHIRT & TIE!,

Michael LehmKuhie BG News

STRIKE ONE: Senior pitcher and captain Craig Menke bears down from the mound after hurling a pitch during Friday's 8-5 win
over Eastern Michigan. Menke netted eight innings, giving up six hits, four runs, two of them earned, and eight strikeouts. Menke
moved to 2-1 on the 2001 season. The Falcons host Michigan Tuesday for a 3 p.m. match-up.

Morrison rips
three home
runs, nets
nine RBI's
FALCONS, FROM PAGE 10

"In the second game, we
hit the crap out of the ball,
but we didn't get enough
pitching," Morrison said.
Sunday dawned with snow
flumes and a bitter wind
which didn't ease up by the
time the I p.m. game was
scheduled to get underway.
By 1:15, the umpires canceled the regularly-scheduled
game and declared the suspended game a final.
Michigan
Next up on the schedule
for the Falcons is a 3 p.m.
game against Michigan
Tuesday at Steller Field.
"Michigan is a good team,
but I think we can beat
them," said Morrison. "We
have to play well in all three
phases of the game: pitching,
hitting, and defense."

Just another
Manic Monday..
Wish it were
Sunday...
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REPLAY. FROM PAGE 10

Some owners are not even
attending because Tagliabue
spent the last nearly two weeks
in las Angeles for the lawsuit
which the Oakland Raiders
have filed against the league.
That meant he did not have
time to get prepared on certain
business issues.
The league already has put
off until late May — just before
the June 1 deadline — realignment to eight four-team divisions.
The move will be made for
the return of Houston to the
NFL as an expansion franchise
for the 2002 season. Some of
the options may be discussed at
this meeting, but it still remains

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRHER

NEWARK, Ohio — Ohio
State defensive back Derek Ross
was sentenced to 30 days in jail
for giving a false name to a
trooper who stopped him for
speeding.
If he serves the full sentence
that began Thursday, Ross will
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(3) UNRELATED PEOPLE. $555.00 par
month for a 12 month lasso.
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the Cardinals going into a West
division while the Cowboys stay
with Washington, Philadelphia
and the New York Giants, maintaining their long-standing
NFC East rivalries
Under the new scheduling
format, each team will play
only six division games —
home and away against the
other three rivals.
They also will play four
games against another division
from their conference on a
rotating basis, four more
against a division from the
other conference and two more
against conference teams
based on the previous year's
standings.

miss most of
spring football, which
runs March
31 to April 28.
Ross was
expected to
start at cor-

Derek Ross

nerback.
The 21-year-old sophomore
from Rock Hill, S.C., was
stopped Wednesday evening
for driving 85 mph in a 65 mph
zone on an interstate, State
Highway Patrol Sgt. Ty Walker
said.

%99
you travel Interstate 80 frfrom
Iff*
Jew Yorfr City to San Francisco,
ho* many states will you
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507 E. MERRY STREET:
Two bedroom furnished apartments across from Campus.
Extra storage space. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident
pays electric and heat only!! Laundry facilities and pnvate
parking lot. $600 00 per a month for a 12 month lease.
$700.00 per a month for a 9 month lease. Free Rent In
Augustl
525 E. MERRY STREET:
Two bedroom furnished apartments across from Campus.
Extra storage space. FREE WATER & SEWER. Resident
pays electric and heat only!! Laundry facilities and private
parking lot. $600 per a month for a twelve month lease.
$700 per a month for a 9 month lease.
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a contentious issue.
"In the 40 years I've been in
the league, the toughest thing
we ever had to do was to realign
in 1970," said Art Modell, owner
of the Baltimore Ravens. "It's
still one of the toughest things
we have to do."
The biggest problem is that
realignment is one of the issues
in which teams are adamant
about putting their own interests ahead of anything else.
In this case, for example,
Arizona Cardinals owners Bill
Bidwill does not want to be separated from Dallas, the only
team that sells out his stadium
on a regular basis. But most of
the proposed scenarios have

Ross gets 30 days for giving fake name
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Events planned
keep eyes open
DANCE MARATHON, FROM PAGE 1

Tom Rent BG News

BUBBLES: A dancer amuses one of the young audience members
during a 32 hour dance marathon this weekend.

Sunday morning and afternoon, the dancers still found
the energy to play games with
the kids, like jump rope and
basketball. They all agreed that
helping out the children was
the motivator that pushed
them through the whole
event.
"We have energy because
we're doing it for the kids," said
Heidi Everett, dancer.
Lea Daniels, morale captain, agreed that the kids were
the biggest motivators for the
dancers. "Having them here,
having them play with us,
gives us a constant focus on
what we're here for."
While the purpose of Dance
Marathon was to help less fortuante children, some dancers
said their motivation came
from the fact that they will
never have to face some of the

challenges that kids will.
"This is nothing compared
to what the kids have to sacrifice every day of their lives,"
said lennifer Engler, dancer.
Jesse Sandoval, dancer,
shared similar thoughts as to
why he would be able to get
through the day and a half of
dancing. "Some kids have to
live life with a disease."
"It was very inspirational to
see them," said Carrie Webber,
dancer.
The closing ceremonies also
included a slide show presentation, a Dance Marathon
video and the singing of
Amazing Grace by (iabiel
Marquez. During these closing
events, many of the students
hugged friends and cried.
Most were tears of joy as the
participants realized they were
completing their 32-hour-long
goal.

Congratulations to
everyone that made
Dance Marathon possible!!!

Students learn,
practice line dance
LINE DANCE, FROM PAGE 1

The dancers looked forward to
performing the line dance.
Whenever it started, they ran to
the front of the dance floor to
participate. Nearly everyone participated in it.
"You hear the line dance music
start up and it gets you motivated," said Mike Meadows, dancer.
"The purpose is to get everybody going in one big group,"
said Dan Laschinger, morale
chair. "It also gives the dancers
something to look forward to."
Laschinger said that it seemed
to bring everyone together this
year.
"This year, it seemed like
everyone learned it and wanted
to do the line dance," he said.
The line dance was even more
popular this year than in previous years, Laschinger said,
because the movements were
easier and didn't take too much
of a toll on the dancers, especially in the late hours, when they
would be tired.
"It's easy enough, yet it's a lot of
fun," said David Humphrey,
morale captain. "It gets tluir
minds off their aching bodies.*

Meadows said, "It's a good way
to keep us focused, keep us from
wanting to give up and quit."
Having something like this to
look forward to helps keep the
enthusiasm going and the energy level high.
"It keeps the morale up and
brings everyone at Dance
Marathon together," said Lauran
Katz. dancer.
Because the dancers are constantly looking forward to the
line dance and performing it,
they are thinking less about the
pain their bodies may be in from
dancing for many hours.
"It gives them something to do,
something to help keep them
occupied," said Carrie Weber,
moraler.
Megan (letchey. dancer,
shared similar thoughts. "It was a
lot of fun and took up time."
The dancers were able to find a
sense of accomplishment in
learning the I fi-minute dance.
"We're proud of it because we
had to learn it," (ietchey said.
"It's the one thing that everyone takes away from Dance
Marathon," Laschinger said.

Just another Manic Monday...
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